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INTRODUCTION 
In [4] the concept of a Whittaker group over a complete non-archimedean 
valued field k was introduced. These groups parameterise Mumford curves 
over k; i.e. hyperelliptic curves which can be parameterised by Schottky groups 
over k. 
The results in this paper include most of the results of [4]. The techniques 
used are different. They have the advantage that we get more detailed results 
and that we have to make no restrictions on the characteristic of k (which is 
always odd in [4]). 
In $ 1 a necessary and sufficient condition for a Mumford curve X to be 
hyperelliptic is given. Apart from the Schottky group which parameterises X, a 
second discontinuous subgroup of PGL(2,k) is associated with this curve, 
which is called “Whittaker group”, and which facilitates the study of the 
former one. 
In $ 2 we study the two-sheeted covering p : X+ lP’(K) which is associated 
with the hyperelliptic Mumford curve X. In particular we determine the ramifi- 
cation points of p. A remarkable result is that, in the case of char(k) = 2, p is 
ramified in exactly g + 1 points, where g is the genus of X. 
In 0 3 the equation of X is calculated. It is possible, also for char(k) = 2, to 
give explicit formulas for the coefficients of this equation. 
In the last paragraph we illustrate some of the results for curves of genus 1 
and 2. 
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8 1. HYPERELLIPTIC MUMFORD CURVES AND WHITTAKER GROUPS 
Let k be a complete non-Archimedean valued field and let K be the com- 
pletion of the algebraic closure of k. 
Let r be a Schottky group over k of rank g, (g 2 1); i.e. r is a free disconti- 
nuous subgroup of PGL(2,k) of rank g. We define the set 
Sz = {XE Pi(K) 1 x is not a limitpoint of r>. 
We assume that m E Q throughout. 
The group r acts in a canonical way on the analytic space Q and the quotient 
space Q/T is analytically isomorphic to a nonsingular projective curve X, of 
genus g, (see [3], [4]). This curve is called the Mumford curve associated with r. 
It is proved in [2] that each algebraic automorphism of Xr is analytic, and 
vice versa. Furthermore, for each automorphism CJ of X, there exists an element 
s in the normaliser N(r) of r in PGL(2, k) such that CJ 0 II = x 0 s, where 
II : 52+9/r is the canonical quotient map. An element y EN(T) induces the 
identity on Q/Tif and only if y E K It follows that the group of automorphisms 
of X, is isomorphic to N(T)/K 
In this paper we deal with hyperelliptic Mumford curves. They can be charac- 
terised as follows. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The Mumford curve X, is hyperelliptic if and only if there 
exists an so E N(f) such that si = id and such that for each 
yEr:s~lyso=y-l mod [CU. 
PROOF. a) Let so e N(r) such that so satisfies the conditions of the propo- 
sition. Let r. be the group generated by rand so. It is easy to prove that rc is 
discontinuous and that r. has the same set of limit points as r. Hence Q/r0 is 
isomorphic to a non singular projective curve of genus equal to the rank of 
rom,m (cf. w. 
For each y E r we have SO ‘ysoy E [C r] c [To, r,]. It follows that y* E [To, ro], 
and consequently ro/[To,ro] has rank 0. We may regard the canonical 
morphism p : Q/r-Q/r0 as a covering of P’(K). This covering has degree 2 
and therefore X, is hyperelliptic. 
b) Assume that X, is hyperelliptic. X, admits an automorphism o of order 2 
such that the quotient curve X,-/(a) is isomorphic to IF”(K). 
Let SE N(r) such that a 0 K = K 0 s, where II : D-Q/r is the canonical 
quotient map. 
From the Hurwitz formula it follows that a has at least one fixpoint P. Let 
XE B such that x(x) = P. There exists a y E r such that s(x) = y(x). Since a* = id 
we have s* E r and consequently (y- is)* E r. Because x E D and because x is a 
fixpoint of (y-Is)* we find that (y-is)* =id. 
Let so = y- *s and let r. = (c so > . This group is discontinuous and the rank of 
To/[ro,ro] is equal to the genus of the curve Q/r,. Since O/TonXr/(a) = 
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G Ipi(K) we find that the rank of &/[&rcJ is 0 and hence each element of 
To/[&f,] has finite order. 
Since so E N(r) we have [To, fo] cr. An easy calculation shows that so ‘cso = 
EC - 1 mod [r, r] for each commutator c E [To, ro]. If y E r then y” E [To, ro] for 
some n E N. We have (si ’ yso)” = so ’ y”so = y-” mod [r, r] and since T/[T, r] is a 
free abelian group we find that so ‘yso = y- 1 mod [c r]. n 
From now on we assume that X,-is hyperelliptic and we keep the notations of 
Proposition 1.1; i.e. r~ is an automorphism of X,- of order two such that 
Xr/(a> z IpI( p : Xr-+Xr/(a) is the quotient map and soeN such that 
st = id and such that so ’ yso = y- 1 mod [r, r] for all y E K The group generated 
by r and so will always be denoted by ro. 
The automorphism of r, which is defined by conjugation with so, is denoted 
by (x. 
In [l] a more general version of the following theorem is given. 
THEOREM 1.2. (Dyer-Scott). The group r has a decomposition as a free 
product of subgroups of the following form: 
r=P) * ( ,ZI z-j) * ( * rj) 
jcf 
where 
i) T@)={y~fla(y)=y}. 
ii) for each ieZ, ri has a free basis {x~,~,x~~} such that a(Xi, 1) =x;,~. 
iii) for each j E J, rj has a free basis { wj, (uA)laAj} such that a(wj) = wjT ’ and 
such that a(uk) = wj ‘uA Wj for each A E /ii. 
In [9] we give a proof for this restricted version of this theorem. We will not 
recall the entire proof but we sketch the ideas. For a finite set SC Sz we can form 
the tree T of the compact set To(S). r. acts in a canonical way on this tree and 
hence induces an action on the quotient graph T/T. For a suitable set S this 
action has at least one fixpoint PO; (cf. [4]). So so induces an action d on the 
fundamental group nl(T/CPo). This group is isomorphic to r and the auto- 
morphism ~3 of fl ‘(T/r, PO) corresponds to the automorphism (Y of IY It is now 
easy to give a decomposition of n ‘(T/I’,Po) such as described in the above 
theorem. 
COROLLARY1.3. Thegroup rhas afree basis { yl, . . . , yg> such that so ‘y+.q, = y,: ’ 
for each i= 1, . . ..g. 
PROOF. Since so ’ yso 3 y- ’ mod [C r] for each y E r we find that r(O) = {id}, 
I=0 and Aj=0 for each jEJ. n 
Let {VI, . . . . yg} be such a free basis. We define the elements si E r. by si = so yi, 
i=l , ***, g. 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. I’, is generated by {so, . . . , sg } and si = ST = . . . = si = id are 
the only defining relations for r,. 
PROOF. It is clear that s 0, . . . , sg generate r0 and that sg = . . . = sf = id. Assume 
that si,- . . . -+,=id with ?j#sii+l for all j=l,...,n-1. If n is odd we have 
(Sj,‘...‘Sj”-, )2 =st = id. Since (sjl . . . Si,)2 E r we find that n = 1. Otherwise we 
would have a non-trivial relation in the free group IY 
If n is even then Si, - . . . -sin E r and also this would be a non-trivial relation 
inr. H 
DEFINITION 1 S. A Whittaker group is a discontinuous group de generated by 
elements to, . . . , tg such that ti = . . . = tf = id are the only defining relations. ’ 
The following proposition shows that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of Whittaker groups and the set of Schottky groups for which 
the corresponding Mumford curve is hyperelliptic. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let A0 be a Whittaker group generated by to, . . . , tg such that 
t;= . ..= ti =id are the only relations. Then A0 has a unique subgroup A of 
index 2 such that A is a Schottky group. The corresponding Mumford curve is 
then hyperelliptic. 
PROOF. Let A = Ker 4 where @ : Ao+Z/2Z is defined by #(tJ = - 1 for all 
i=O , . . ..g. It is clear that [A0 : A] = 2 and that A is the unique subgroup with 
this property. Since A0 is discontinuous, A is also a discontinuous group. 
Furthermore A is generated by the elements c&, . . . , S, where Si = toti for each 
i=l , ***, g* 
It is clear that there are no defining relations among the generators 6,) . . . , ~3,. 
Therefore A is a Schottky group; (cf. [4]). Since ti ‘Sit0 = 8; ’ for all i= 1, . . . . g, 
we find that ti ‘ato= 6-i mod [A, A] for all BE A. Therefore the curve X4 is 
hyperelliptic. n 
We keep the notations of the previous paragraph. We determine the ramifi- 
cation points of the two-sheeted covering p : X,-X,-/< a) P P(K). We need 
some group theoretical lemmas. The following notations will be used: 
Let F be a free group of rank g and let X= {xi, . . . ,xg} be an ordered set of 
free generators for this group. Each XE F* = {xo Flx# e (unit element)} has a 
unique decomposition of the form x=x:;. . . . .xp with sj = + 1 and such that 
&j# -&j+l if xii=xij+l. This decomposition is cayled the X-reduced decompo- 
sition of X. 
An expression xf; . . . . -xy; is called a word in X. If the expression satisfies the 
condition mentioned above it is called an X-reduced word. In what follows we 
make no difference between the element x and the X-reduced word which repre- 
sents its X-reduced decomposition. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let XEF* and let x=x$-... -x2 be its X-reduced decompo- 
sition. The number n E N is called the X-length of x and is denoted by Ix(x). We 
define Ix(e) = 0. 
Foreachmzzn,xf;-... .xfm is called the beginning part of x with length m and 
is denoted by Bx,Jx). The aement xf;-,“,‘; - . . . 
with length m and is denoted by E,,(x). 
.xy; is called the ending part of x 
Let 24=x:;.... .xs and u=xYl.... 
JI 
.xJ’ be X-reduced words. The word 
XE’. . . . ‘I .XEI.XYI. .I. ‘r Jl .xJ’ is denoted by u 0 u. The X-reduced decomposition of u - u 
can be obtained from u 0 u by cancelling every subword of the form xf.xj-” and 
by repeating this operation as often as possible. 
Let Y= {yl, . . . . y,} be another ordered set of free generators for F. It is a well 
known fact that Y can be obtained from X by applying finitely many times one 
of the following transformations: 
T1 : replace x1 by x; ’ and leave the other elements unchanged 
T2: permute x1 and xi and leave the other elements unchanged 
T3: replace x1 by x1x2 and leave the other elements unchanged 
A proof of this can be found in [5]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that the free basis Y can be obtainedfrom X by applying 
the transformation T3 (i.e.: yi = xi for all i = 2, . . . , g and y1 =x1x2). Let u, v be X- 
reduced words such that u 0 o is also X-reduced. Let u’ (resp. 07 be the Y- 
reduced expression of u (resp. v). Then, in order to obtain the Y-reduced 
expression of u’ 0 v’, only the last letter of u’ (Ey, 1 (u’)) may be cancelled against 
the first letter of v’ (BKl(v’)). This can only be done if Ex,,(u)=xl and 
Bx, l(o) =x2 or if Ex, I 04 =x2 -I and Bx,,(u)=x;‘. 
PROOF. If w is a X-reduced word we will denote its Y-reduced decomposition 
by w’. 
Step I. If lx(u) = lx(o) = 1 then u = xf and u =x,!’ for some i, j and E, v = f 1. 
It is easy to check the lemma in this case. 
Step 2. Suppose that the lemma is proved for X-reduced words u and u with 
lx(u) < n and lx(o) = 1. 
Let u, u be X-reduced such that lx(u) = n and lx(u) = 1. 
Put u = uI .z with u1 and z X-reduced and lx(q) = n - 1, lx(z) = 1 and such 
that u1 0 z is X-reduced. 
Hence in ui 0 z’ only the last letter of ui can be cancelled against the first letter 
of z’ and this can only be done if one of the following conditions holds: 
1) Ex,,(u,)=x, and 2=x2 
2) Ex,,(ul)=x;’ and 2=x,‘. 
Incase(l)u;oz’=... y, y; ‘y2. If something could be cancelled in u’ 0 o’ then 
B, i(u) = y; ’ and this is impossible. 
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In case (2) uioz’= . . . y;‘.y2yc1. If something could be cancelled in u’o u’ 
then B, 1(u’) =yl. But then u =x1 and u 0 o would not be X-reduced. 
If ui 0 z’ is Y-reduced then the last part of u’ is z’ and in z’ 0 O’ nothing can be 
cancelled unless (z, u) =(x1,x2) or (z, u) = (x; ‘,x; ‘). In the first case u’ is totally 
cancelled away and in the second case only y; ’ remains of u’. No further can- 
celling can be done in u’ 0 u’ unless EY,z(u’) =yly; ‘. But this means that z =yl 
and this is not true. So the lemma holds for all u, u with Ix(u) = 1. 
Step 3. Suppose that the lemma is true for all u and for all u such that 
lx(u) < n. Take u such that Ix(u) = n. We can put u = z 0 ul with z, ul and z 0 ul X- 
reduced and /x(z) = 1 and Ix(ul) = n - 1. 
In u’ 0 z’ nothing can be cancelled unless one of the following conditions 
hold: 
1) Ex,,(u)=xi and 2=x2 
2) Ex,i(u)=x;’ and 2=x;‘. 
In case (1) E, 1 (u’z’) =yl and u’z’ 0 ui is reduced unless B, 1 (09 =y; ‘. But 
then Bx,,(u,)=x;’ and this is not possible since z =y2 and z 0 ui is X-reduced. 
In case (2) EK 1 (u’z’) =y; ‘. Hence u’z’ 0 ui is Y-reduced unless BK l(uD =yl . 
But then Bx, ,(u,) would be xl and u 0 u would not be X-reduced. 
In all other cases E, 1 (u’z’) = z’ and u’z’ 0 ui is Y-reduced unless one of the 
following conditions hold: 
1) z=xl and Bx,,(u)=x2 
2) z=x;’ and Bx,l(u)=x;l. 
In case (1) B, i (09 =yl and u’ 0 u’is Y-reduced unless E, ,(I/) =yl - ’ . This can 
only be when Ex, I (u) =x1-‘. But then u 0 u would not be X-reduced. 
In case (2) u’ 0 u’ is Y-reduced unless E, 1 (u’) =yi . This can only be when 
E&u) =x1x2. But then u 0 u would not be X-reduced. n 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X= {x1, . . . ,xg} and Y= {y,, . . . , yg) be two ordered bases for 
F. Let oGJne N be an infinite sequence in F which satisfies the following 
condition: for all n E N there exists a X-reduced word e(n) E F such that 
l&(n)) = n and there exists a r. E N such that Bx, ,(v,) = e(n) for all r z r,. Then 
the sequence (y,Jn E N satisfies this condition also with respect to Y. 
PROOF. It is clear that it suffices to prove the proposition in the case that Y 
can be obtained from X by applying one of the elementary transformations T, , 
T2 or T3. In the case of T, or T2 the assertion is trivial. So we may assume that 
yi =x1x2 andyi=xi for all i=2,...,g. 
Since lim,,, /x(&n)) = 00 the sequence (e(n)),EN is infinite and hence 
lim,,, lr(e(n)) = 00. So there exists a to E tr.l such that Ir(@(to)) > 1. Furthermore 
there is a r. E [N such that Bx, rO(@(r)) = @(to) for all rz ro. Put yr = e(to)pp’, with 
,u![O) and @(to) 0 $0’ X-reduced. 
To obtain the Y-reduced decomposition of yr we have to replace in @(to) 0 #o) 
the factors @(to) and pu, (‘0) by their Y-reduced decomposition and then cancel 
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letters wherever possible. From the previous lemma we know that only the last 
letter of @(to) may be cancelled. 
Hence BY, +Q(~,)) - 10%) = BYJ,,Q(Q) - 1 (@(to)) for all r 1 ro. Since ~YWON > 1 we 
have By,l(yr) =By,,(e(to)) for all rzro. Put o(l)= BY,~(Q(~o)). We can construct 
elements o(n) with fy(o(n)) = n in a similar way. For instance for a(2) we may 
proceed as follows. There is a t, E II\] such that ry(e(t,)) ~2 and there is a rl E N 
such that Bx,I,(y,) = e(tl) for all rz rl . Put yr = @(tl) pu, as before. Again we have 
BYJ,w,))- I @A =BY,+Q(~~))- de(4N for all r=l. 
Since /y(~(t,))>2 we have BY,2(yr)= BY,2(@(tl)) for all r>rl. We put a(2)= 
=BY,zWIN- 
The sequence (a(n)), E N satisfies the required conditions. n 
Using this last lemma we can determine the ramification points of the 
covering p : X,- Ipi( 
LEMMA 2.3. The fixpoints of so, . . . . sg are ordinary point; i.e. they are points 
Oft2 
PROOF. It suffices to prove the assertion for i=O. 
Let U= {vi, . . . . yg} such that so ‘yiso = ~~7 ’ for all i = 1, . . ..g. In [4] the 
existence of a geometrical basis V= { oi, . . . , o+} c r is proved. This means that 
there exist open discs W,, W- I, . . . . W,, W-, with 
Wi={XE P’(K) 1 IX-ail <@i} and WC = {XE P’(K) 1 Ix-ail 5~;) 
for some Qi E iR and ai E p’(K) - {a} and such that: 
(i) W,+nW~=0forallkzl 
(ii) Wi(W~)=IP’(K)-W-iandwi’(Wfi)=IP’(K)-Wiforalli=l,...,g. 
Assume that x0 is a fixpoint of so and assume that x0 $ Q. So there exists an 
infinite sequence (a,),, N crsuch that lim,,, 6,,(u) =x0 for all u E Q; (cf. [4]). 
In particular lim,,, 6,(oo)=xo. Since xo@Q there is an index iiE{l,...,g} 
such that ~0 E Wi, or ~0 E W-i, . Hence there exists a tl E N such that 6,(x,-J E Wi, 
for all t L tl or 6,(x0) E W-i, for all t 1 tl . This means that B, 1 (6,) = CO:; for all 
tit, forsomeel= +l. 
Since CO,~I(X~)@Q and since limn+- o,;“G,(u) = f~,;‘l(Xg) for all u E Sz we 
find in a similar way an index i2 and a t2 E N such that B, i (o,;%&) = CO:; for all 
t2t2; (&2= +_ 1). 
Hence BK2(4) = c$;w~; for all t zmax (tl, t2). This reasoning can be repeated 
and finally we find a sequence (e(n)),, M such that for all n E N r&(n)) = n and 
there exists a tn E N such that BK,(Gr) =@(n) for all t 2 tn. Furthermore, the 
sequence (e(n)), E N is completely determined by the position of x0. Hence this 
sequence is independent of the choice of the sequence (~5,)~ E N. 
From Lemma 2.2. it follows that there exists a sequence of U-reduced words 
(4n)), E N with lu(a(n)) = n and such that for all n E N there exists a tn E N such 
that B&6,) = a(n) for all t 2 tn. From the way that we constructed this sequence 
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it follows that the elements a(n) are also completely determined by the position 
of x0. 
We may assume that B,, (8,) = y1 for all n E N. We have 
lim s~1dnso(s~(03))=s~1 lim 6,(00)=~~~(x~)=~~. n-m n+m 
But B, r (SC ‘6,~~) = y; r for all n E N. This contradicts the independence of the 
sequence WN, E N of the choice of (6,),, M. n 
It is clear that the ramification points of the covering p : X,- p’(K) are just 
the fixpoints of o. Let P E X, such that a(P) = P and let x E Sz such that n(x) = P. 
Since so is a lift of o we find so(x) = v(x) for some y E K In a similar way as in the 
proof of Proposition 1.1. we find that (~-is~)~ =id. Therefore y-Is0 = w-rsiw 
for some WET and for some ie(O,..., g} and consequently there exists a 
fixpoint y of si such that X=Y mod (0. 
Conversely, if y is a fixpoint of Si, then y E Q and Z(J) is a fixpoint of o. 
Furthermore, if x and y are fixpoints of si and Sj respectively, then n(x) # r&v) 
unless x=y. Otherwise we would have x = wy for some w E f and 
Since y E Sz and since Sj W- ‘S;W E r we would have Sj W- ‘si W = id. This can only 
bewhens;=sjand w=id. 
We now have to distinguish two different cases. 
a) char(/r) #2. In this case each Si is elliptic; i.e. each matrix which represents 
Si has two different eigenvalues with the same absolute value. It follows that si 
has two different fixpoints. 
b) char(k) = 2. In this case each si is parabolic; i.e. each matrix which repre- 
sents si has one eigenvalue. It follows that Si has only one fixpoint. 
Summarizing: 
THEOREM 2.4. If char(k) = 2 then the two sheeted covering p : X,-P’(K) is 
ramified in g + 1 points of X, and if char(k) # 2 then r has 2g + 2 ramification 
points. 
These ramification points are the points of X,- which are determined by the 
fixpoints of so, . . ..sg. 
$3.THEEQUATIONOFAHYPERELLIPTICMUMFORDCURVE 
Let C be a hyperelliptic curve over k of genus g and let F=K(X, Y) be the 
algebraic function field of C. Let Q : C+iP’(K) be the corresponding two- 
sheeted covering and let S = {a E IpI ( Q is ramified in the point of C which lies 
above a}. Assume that 00 $ S. 
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If char(k) # 2, then S has 2g + 2 different elements and Y can be chosen such 
that 
Y2= n (X-a). 
oes 
If char(k) =2, then S has less than g+ 1 different elements and Y can be 
chosen such that 
Y2+ Y= EJY$$) 
with @) E K, n(u) E N, and such that 2g + 2 = Js (n(a) + 1). 
Let u. and u, be two points of 52 such that p 0 x(uo)=O and p 0 n(u,) = 00. 
The functions 
O(z) = n (2 - Y(UoN YEf, (2 - r@coN 
and p 0 x have the same zeroes and poles. Therefore p 0 K = 10 for some I E K* 
and in fact we may assume (and we will) that I = 1. We may also assume that 
n(uo) and n(u,) are not ramification points of r. Consider the following two 
cases: 
a) char(K) # 2. In this case each si has two fixpoints Pi and Qi; (i = 0, . . . , g). 
The covering p : X,+ [P’(K) is ramified in the points 
NPo), HQoh . . . , WJ, n(Q& 
Therefore Xr has an equation of the form: 
Y2 = ifio W- @(Pi)) *(X- @(Qi))* 
b) char(K) = 2. In this case each si has only one fixpoint Pi; (i = 0, . . . , g). The 
covering p : X,- [P’(K) is ramified in the points n(Po), . . . , n(PJ. Since there are 
exactly g + 1 ramification points X, has an equation of the form: 
Y2+Y= i Pi 
i=O X- @(Pi) 
with /Ii e K. 
We calculate the elements PO, . . . , pg. In fact it suffices to calculate /30. 
Since si = id, so can be represented by the matrix 
so = 
( 
1 + &PO Lop’, 
A0 1 + LOP, )- 
A,’ Let Yo=-. 
Z-P, 
Let Uo={ze [P’(K) 1 [z-P01 se}. F or small enough E we have s&U,) = UO 
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and II maps U0 bijectively onto a neighbourhood Ut of R&). Let U, = p(U,). 
On U, the functions Y,, 0 7r-l and Y satisfy the equations Y, 0 71-r 0 G= 
=Yo~~-*+landYoo=Y+1.ItfollowsthatY,on-’-Yisa-invariantand 
consequently Y, 0 71-l - Y=fo p for some analytic function f on U,. 
We have: 
(Yoon-‘)2+(Y(pIr-l)= rBo +h 
x-@(PO) 1 
where hr is the a-invariant function 
h*= f pi 
i=l x- O(Pj) +wP)2+foP. 
This function is analytic on U, and therefore we have h, = h2 0 p for some 
analytic function h2 on U2. Let h2 = 1 FE0 d,,(T- @(PO))” be the power series 
decomposition of h2. (T is a parameter function on P*(K) such that X= T 0 p.) 
Let o(z) = C,“=. c,(z -PO)” be the power series decomposition of 0 on Uo. 
We have co = @(PO) and 
= *~,d,(8(z)-8(~o))“+‘(z-Po)2. 
The right side of this equation has no (z - PO)-terms of degree less than 2. Hence 
& 2cr = 0 and A{ ‘c2 - A{ r cr = PO. So we have fro = & 2c2. We can calculate c2. 
For E small enough we have, 1 z-PO 1 < [PO - y&J) 1 for each YE & and 
z E Uo. Hence 
Put 
&Y’ = J% - Wo) and uiy’ = (1 + u$“). 1 for nzl. 
PO - Y@m) (PO - vo&w 
We have 
O(z)= joc,(z-PO)“= n ( i u~y’(z-Ppo)“), 
pro n=O 
and find that 
and since cl = 0 we have 
c 
uiy) Cl ---co 
yero up- co * 
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Furthermore, c2 =A + B with 
An easy calculation shows that 
=o 
and 
Hence 
c2 = @(PO) * c Wo) - WOJ 
Y~‘-o (PO - ?@o))(po - Y@d2’ 
It follows that X, has an equation of the form 
Y2+Y= i Wo) - v&0)) 
i=o Y~O (pi - Y(Uo))(pi - I’@oD))~ 
5 4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1: g= 1. In this case Tis generated by one hyperbolic element. After 
changing the parameter function on lP’(K) in a suitable way we may assume 
that y is represented by a matrix 
with q E K and 0 < ) q ) < 1. It is easy to see that 0 and 00 are the only limit points 
of r. It follows that Sz = K * and X,-is isomorphic to the Tate curve K */qH. It is 
not easy to find a simple form for the equation of X, by means of the formulas 
of the previous paragraph. However there is another method by Roquette; 
see [7]. 
The equation of X, can be brought in the form: Y2 +XY =X3 + BX+ C. If 
char(K) # 2, then 
O1 dq” 
B=-5 C - and C=h i (5n:+_b:‘)qne 
n=l l-q” n=1 
The equation can be transformed to an equation of the form: 
Y2 = (X- n,)(X- &)(X- &) such that 1 A1 1 = I& 1 c 1 A3 1 = 1. 
It can be proved that any curve with such an equation is a Mumford curve; see 
[4]. If char(k) = 2, then 
B=C- i ’ 
2n+l 
n=o 1 +q2n+” 
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The equation of X, can be transformed to an equation of the form 
Y2+ Y=X+$with IA 1 = lB+\rBI ~1. 
It can be proved that any curve with such an equation is a Mumford curve; see 
PI9 [91. 
EXAMPLE 2: g = 2. It is a well known fact that any curve of genus 2 is hyper- 
elliptic. For Mumford curves this can be seen in the following way. Let C& and 
S2 be free generators for the Schottky group f. Assume that a1 and S2 are repre- 
sented by matrices 
respectively. X,- is hyperelliptic if and only if there exists an elements 
sePGL(2,K) such that s2 = id and such that s-~@=&’ mod [f-,4 for each 
i = 1,2. The element s has order 2 if and only if it is generated by a matrix of the 
form 
and the condition s- ‘~5~s = 8,: ’ for i = 1,2 is equivalent with 
for some AiEK* and i= 1,2. 
If we put 2, = A2 = 1, then this condition is equivalent with: 
I 
a~x+c*y=d,x-b*z 
azx + c2y = d2x - bg 
This system of equations has always a solution such that x2 + yz # 0. Hence the 
element s always exists and consequently X,- is hyperelliptic. Let it be remarked 
that each set of free generators Xj- satisfies the conditions of 1.3. 
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